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ABSTRACT: A cleaning and lubrication system for the bicycle chain can be 

applied to clean a sprocket chain while still mounting on the bicycle. The device 

consists of an enclosure for all sides of the sprocket chain composed of a 

connectible top half and bottom half portion and a secure mounting plate that is 

tailored to fit a fast disconnection of the bicycle on the rear wheel. The housing is 

suspended from the sprocket chain and offers an air compressor, a tube 

connection to the supply of compressed air and an air gun that allows elevated 

velocity air to impact and dry the sprocket chain. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Including the block chain, the link chain and the Simpson Lever Chain, the earlier 

obsolete chain designs used for bikes. The first chains were easy and straightforward. 

These have had issues with reliability and a little more friction (and mechanical 

losses of effectiveness) than contemporary chains. The Nevoigt brothers built a roller 

chain using bushings in the light of these constraints and is now the prevailing chain. 

The bicycles had no chains before the safety bicycle and the pedal was usually 

directly connected to the drive wheel, restricting high velocity by the wheel's 

diameter and resulting in models of wheel front wheels as big as possible. Different 

linkage mechanisms were developed to increase, although with restricted 

achievement, the efficient gear ratio. The chain drive permitted the mechanical 
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advantage to be achieved between the drive and the driving sprockets, so the 

producers reduced the driving wheel's size for safety. 

 

A chain drive is a constant sprocket chain loop with a sprocket chain connected with 

bicycle pedals at one end of the loop and at the other end the sprocket connected 

with rear wheel is used [1]. This arrangement is so as to advance in the same 

direction the sprocket chain loop [2] and push the back wheel when the pedals are 

pushed to rotate the associated sprocket in the clockwise direction [3] . However, 

when the pedals are operated to turn the sprocket against the clockwise direction the 

loop is pushed forward and then the hinder wheel from its corresponding sprocket is 

disengaged [4]. 

 

WORKING 

 

This scheme was used to at least clean and lubricate a sprocket chain whilst the 

sprocket chain is installed operationally on a vehicle with a housing for the sprocket 

chain to be enclosed on all sides [5]. The housing comprises the top half and bottom 

half portion, which are mutually connectable and connect and define a chain 

passageway for the sprocket chain to pass through [6]. A variety of rollers inside the 

housing tailored to suspend the housing from the sprocket chain [7]. At least one air 

gun is suitable for directing the high-speed air [8] in which the top half of the chain 

also includes an air compressor [9] with the drainage opening adjacent to the 

sprocket chain, and the bottom half includes a liquid collection area [10]. 
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RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

The cleaning and lubrication device for bicycle is develop to solve the manual 

cleaning and oiling the bicycle chain sprocket. This device will make the work much 

easier and quick. 
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